
Humaniti Investment Opportunity

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL

Humaniti is a data company that will deliver affordable
access to the most accurate and timely consumer data for
intelligent business decision making

Humaniti has developed a next generation data platform that
captures Australian behavioural and transactional data in real-time
and creates tailored dashboards for businesses. This information is
highly sought after by any organisation looking to better
understand consumers, tailor their products or services
accordingly and make more informed decisions more often.

Humaniti was founded in 2017 by research and consulting industry
experts who recognised the frustrations in the consumer data
marketplace. While there has never been more data available, the
cost, quality and ability to derive meaningful insights from it is
lacking. Humaniti, allows organisations to get a deeper level of
insight quickly, which means they can better predict what their
current and future consumers want, driving significant savings and
revenue growth.

The Humaniti platform has the capability to service companies of
all sizes. It will either replace or supplement current third-party
data sets, which are often expensive and/or use outdated
methodologies or algorithms.

Humaniti has been established to meet the ever increasing
need for fast, accurate consumer data

The information shared by Humaniti members (“Humanitirians”)
ranges from demographics through to how much they save or
spend, what they buy, watch, own and do. Data is collected daily
and automatically categorised by the Humaniti platform. This
approach mitigates the risk of inaccuracy and doesn’t rely on
traditional methodologies that are cumbersome or use peoples
‘recall’ memories.

Humaniti data journey

Humaniti’s primary revenue stream will be a tiered
subscription service. This will be supplemented by the
lucrative panel and analytical consulting segments

Humaniti caters to a range of technical abilities, from the analyst
focused on mining the data, through to the high level manager
looking to get an easy to digest summary. This is reflected in the
Humaniti product suite which ranges from simple dashboards
through to complete interactive ‘sandboxes’, available on a
subscription basis. Importantly, as companies increase the
customisation of their data analytics they will require deeper
access to the live Humaniti ‘data lake’ resulting in greater recurring
fees.

Additional revenues will come from analytical consulting projects
and through online surveys. Humanitirians will be paid a cash
incentive to participate in targeted research and polls. This will
allow customers to ask specific questions that give greater depth
to the data that Humaniti provides.

Humaniti is targeting three large sectors of the Australian
market:

• Management Consulting;

• Market Research and Online Panels; and

• Data Analytics.

Collectively, these sectors have an annual revenue of over
$9 billion, and spend approximately $1.1bn on data assets

Projections are for $10m-$15m of revenue within 24
months of launch

Humaniti’s differentiated offering will be the only real-time
consumer data provider operating at scale in the Australian
market. The efficiencies gained as a purpose-built data company
that uses the latest technology, allows for very competitive pricing.
Being a neutral data provider, independent of major market
players, will also appeal to customers. While the Australian market
will be Humaniti’s initial focus, there are strong opportunities to
expand quickly into the UK, European and Asian markets.
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Humaniti has developed a multi-purpose
smartphone app and online portal to
efficiently gather and organise consumer
data

Humaniti will source data from consumers that
join the Humaniti platform. Humanitarians are
incentivised to share their de-identified data in
exchange for access to their own personal
dashboards that incorporate functionality to
organise and track not only their finances and
budgets, but also loyalty points, property value
fluctuations and their favourite online places.

Members can complete online polls and surveys
to earn cash, which they can save or give to
charities or humanitarian causes, hence the name
of the company. A key long term goal of Humaniti
is to create a continuous funding stream for
charitable and humanitarian causes.

Humaniti will recruit Humanitirians via
relationships with trusted organisations
that have large membership bases

The primary recruitment channel to sign up
Humanitirians will be via recruitment partners
with membership bases (ranging from 100,000 to
over 5 million). In return for introducing Humaniti
to their communities, recruitment partners will be
provided with free access to the Humaniti data.

Where the recruitment partner is a charity, the
charity will be further incentivised as members
can donate amounts earned via Humaniti’s online
panels and surveys to the charity itself.

The go-to-market strategy leverages key
commercial partners to drive new business

Humaniti’s go-to-market partners will include
consultancy firms, research and analytics
companies and media agencies who will be both
Humaniti customers and incentivised resellers.
These companies will benefit from using Humaniti
data in their day-to-day business and have the
ability to introduce Humaniti tools to their clients,
thereby creating their own additional revenue
channel. This will give Humaniti a low-cost and
active distribution pipeline.

Following discussions with potential corporate
clients, this is proving to be a compelling
proposition. Given Humaniti is a provider of pure
market data, it does not compete with any of the
sectors its partners operate in.

Humaniti is seeking to raise $2-4m to
support launch, build its membership base
and accelerate growth

Humaniti is raising capital to build its membership
base, continue development of its data platform
and undertake marketing initiatives to accelerate
sales.

If you would like further information regarding
this exciting opportunity please contact Paul
Simos, details below.

Ben Dixon – Founder & CEO
Ben has worked in the research and consulting
industry for over 25 years, building and managing a
number of online panels and single source data
offerings. Most recently, he was CEO of the Data
Investment Management group of companies at
leading marketing services organisation WPP AUNZ.

Lucy Gill – Partnerships
Over 25 years experience working with leading
consumer and retail brands in Australia, the UK and
USA. Most recently, Lucy was Head of Research and
Professional Services at Qantas’ data, marketing
and analytics business – Red Planet.

Sam Almutair – Operations
Sam has 20+ years experience in the research and
consulting industry and developing online panel
businesses. Sam was most recently the Head of
Kantar Millward Brown Australia.

Christian Payne – Technology
Christian has 20+ years technology sector
experience, specialising in the banking and financial
services segment. Most recently, he held senior
technology roles at Fintech start-ups, Moneysoft
and FinCoach.

David MacKay – Co-founder & Advisory Board
Over 20 years experience in banking and financial
services, most recently as GM of Commonwealth
Financial Planning. David has successfully launched
and managed start-up businesses and is currently a
director of Moneysoft, Concourse Golf and CTC
Terminals.

Andrew Spencer – Advisory Board
Andrew is an experienced IT executive, having held
roles in start-ups and multinational organisations.
Most recently he was COO of Albert Investments
for 10 years, a multigenerational family business.

The Humaniti leadership

team has extensive 

experience across the 
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Paul Simos

Director, Venture Advisory

paul.simos@ventureadvisory.com.au

0459 173 911

Chris Blyth

Managing Director, Venture Advisory

chris.blyth@ventureadvisory.com.au

0402 054 150
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